Auditorium Theatre Donors
(Reflects gifts received November 1, 2020 through December 20, 2021)

$100,000+
Sonia Florian
Linda and Jim Mitchell Endowment
The Florian Fund

$50,000–$99,999
Anonymous
Pamela Crutchfield
Patti Eylar and Charlie Gardner
John D. and Catherine T. McArthur Foundation
Darrell Windle and Dave Sambor

$25,000–$49,999
Thomas Baryl
Joyce Cheilberg
Deborah and Bruce Crown
Crown Family Philanthropies
Elissa Efroymson and Adnaan Hamid
Efroymson Family Fund
McNicholas Architects
Helen Hall Melchior
National Endowment for the Arts
Polk Bros. Foundation
The Elizabeth Morse Polk Bros. Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts

$10,000–$24,999
Mike Aden and JD Miller
Allstate Insurance Company
Alphawood Foundation
The Anthony R. & Mary Ann Pasquinelli Foundation
Scott Bauer
Virginia and Norman Bobins
CIBC
City of Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
Joan Colmar and Mitchell Sabshon
Marsha and Philip Dowd
Elisabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Marguerite D. Hark
Jennifer and Kevin Hoecker
Illinois Arts Council Agency
JLC Colmar Foundation
The Joffrey Ballet
Lauri S. Bauer Foundation
For Sudden Loss
Phlip Lumpkin and Bill Tedford
Kevin McGirr
Motas, LLC
Ann and Tom Nash
Maria Pasquinelli
D. Elizabeth Price
The Robert Thomas Bobins Foundation

$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous
Floy and Lee Barthel
John P. Brazzale
Geneva and Robert Calloway
Tammy and Rob Campbell
Chicago Community Trust
Robert Gordon
Sherry and Mike Guthrie
John R. Halligan Charitable Fund
Kameya, Inc.
Renee and Mel Katten
Elizabeth Liebman
The Lila H. Borgstrom Foundation
Mansfield Family Fund
Peoples Gas Community Fund
Barbara Weiner
Betty Lou and Walter Weiss

$2,500–$4,999
Anonymous
The Armin and Esther Hirsch Foundation
Arts Midwest Touring Fund
Timothy Boyle
Chicago Sunday Evening Club
Marie and David Dickson
Judie and Richard Green
Roderick K. Hawkins
Amy and Kent Jidov
Ken Norgam
Thomas J. O'Keefe
Margaret and Dave Radelet
Dana Shepard Treister and Dr. Michael Roy Treister
Lynda Jo and Noah Shlaes
Janice Van Dyke and John Zeilstra
Karen and Ed Weil, III
Nico & Whitcomb and Jim McKechnie
Virginia Tallman and William Ziemann

$1,000–$2,499
Anonymous (6)
Alexion
Andrew and Joan McKenna Foundation
Beth and Ken Karmin Family Foundation
Kathy and George Bliss

Linda and Eric Boasmon
Caryn and Craig Caffarelli
Greg Cameron and Greg Thompson
Juliana Chuy and David Whitney
Gwendolyn Cohen
Lew Collens
Collens Family Fund
Cynthia and Michael Cottle
Cozen O'Connor
Joan Curto
Angela D'Aversa
Jennifer Edgcomb
Lois and Steve Eisen
Michael Enz
Evon D. & Jack H. Keck Foundation
Shelley and William Farley
Colleen Flanigan
Ryan Garber
Larry Glowczewski
Jean R. Goodman
Robert and Julie Gordon
Mr. Ted Grady and Dr. Ross A. Slotten
Madeleine Grysztajn and Thomas Shapiro
Harken Foundation
David Hiller Family
Susan and Gary Janko
Anne L. Kaplan
Beth and Kenneth Karmin
Louise Lane
Janet A. Lang
Leah Laurie
Dr. Paul M. Lisnek
M & J Kennelly Foundation
Rudy Marcozzi and Jim Topolski
Andrew McKenna
Elizabeth and Matt McNicholas
Nancy and Benjamin Randall
Michelle Rathel
Bobbie and John Riconosciuto
Carol Roberts
Dr. Ken Shanoff and Stephen Young
Thomas G. Sinkovic
Sofia Solomon
Amanda Suchecki
Jan Viscum
Diane and Richard Weinberg
Jane Wells and Burt Ferrini

$500–$999
Anonymous
Askia Ahmad
Albert Goodstein Family Foundation
Sandra Bass
Maria Bechily and Scott Hodes
Anne Boullerne
Sara Buehler
CH Distillery
Barbara M. Davis
Nancy and Dan Engel
Pam and Steve Fitzell
Ronald Foreman
Marcia and Tom Fritz
Denise Michelle Gamble
Anne Giblin and Ken Foreman
Deborah Girin
Donna Kicbas
Savannah and Connie and Larry Koch
Malcolm and Ivan Kushen
Elsie and Henry Loeb
Ruth Mandel
Kathy and Mark McCarville
Bess-Catherine and Jim McCord
Carolyn Meyer and Michael Prussian
Microsoft
Megan A. Morton
Margaret Murphy
Sara and Pat Nash
Kathryn Price and Joe Bronson
Amy and Rich Regan
Jan and Warren Rouse
Cari and Michael Sacks
Sacks Family Foundation
Jacqueline Schimizzi and Richard T. Ehleet, Jr.
Mary A. and Paul W. Schneider
Pat and Chris Seyer
Karin Stevens
Jean M. Stoll
Peggy and James Swartchil, Jr.
Tim J. VanTassel
I.B. and Tom Weil

$100–$499
Anonymous (7)
@revenue
Angela Allen
Juliannne and John E. Allerson
Andy and Rich Amend
C. Bekerman, M.D.
Susan and Don Belgrad
Albert Bloom
Barbara Bluhm-Kaul
Brad Blumenthal
Allen Borskie
Mary Lou Bradna
Rick Brunskill
Jenny Butler
Maureen and Scott Byron
Susan and Michael Canmann
Chung B. Chang
Chirp Design, Inc.
Kristine and Tom Coonan
Marybeth Crum
Judy and Phil Curley
Sarah Fiala
Karla Finley
Kylin Fisher
Kalyani Gavini
The Gawrit Family
Michelle Geoga

$100–$250
Anonymous (1)

$50–$99
Anonymous (6)

$25–$49
Anonymous (7)

$10–$24
Anonymous (6)
$250–$499 (continued)

William Goldberg
Juliet S. Goldsher M.D.
Jill Goldy
Chandra and Steven Gray
Marion Hill Hammock
Jie He
Stephen V. Heller
Gretchen Henninger
Joel Hirsh
Donald Hoffman
Karen Horace
Caroline Hudson
Kristina Huntsberger
Kyle Brook Jacobson
Karen Jared
Roy Johnson
Russell N. Johnson and
Mark D. Hudson
Nancy Judah and Jens Brash
Karen and Matthew Kaplan
Donna J. Katz
Cynthia Kirk
Gloria Klimek
Kpoene Kofi-Bruce
Len Koroski
Members of Lake Shore
Country Club
Dr. Lynda Lane
Barbara and Jack Levie
Fifi and Ronald Levin
Katherine Mattson
Maureen McGrath
Jane McKeever and
Nicholas Lammers
Kirk G. McMurray
Erin Mohres
John Nassos
Joanne Nordin
Debra Parkhurst
Susan Patino
Patricia and Ken Pell
Lorna and Butch Pfaeizer
John J. Popik
Eleanor Prince
Linda and Harold Rosenson
Lalla Rothstein
Susan and David* Ruder
Ann and Ray Rusnak
Sheila Ryan-Henry and
Dr. Robert Henry
Linda and Ernest Schubert
Janet Carl Smith and Mel Smith
Betty Smykal
St. Andrews Foundation
Deanna L. Stacy
Momoko Steiner
John Stiefel
Susan Strauss
Subaru of America
Adam Suhayda
Dr. and Mrs. John Sultan
JoAnna Sunderland
Jessica Tam
Cheryl Tama Oblender and
Scott Oblender
Louise Taylor
Natalia Taylor
Mary Beth and Jim Theiss
Betty Therriault
Lynda and Tom Van Duerm
Jolene Wise-Silverman
Cynthia Withers
Barbara Levinson
Diane and Michael Levy
Sandra Mangurian
Mary and Anthony Mazza
Molly Mehl
Pamela Morong
Paul Mueller
Ellen-Marie Muhlbacher
Ralph Mulder
Patrick Myers
Satoko Nakao
Victoria Nee
Stephany Pawling and
Michael Larosa
Patty and Will Perry
John J. W. Plampin
Kathleen Poulos
Lynda Powell
Renee Prescan
John M. Raba
Celeste Regnier
Anna Rice
Robert Salter
Mary Ann and Bob Savard
Kathleen Schifer
Carrie Schloss
Miriam Basch Scott
Robyn Scott
Marcey and Kenneth Siegel
Kathleen Murphy Skolnik
Brian G. Smith and
Geyer Morford
Anne and Scott Springer
Katherine Steiner
C. Tangorra
Kathryn and Christian TeBordo
Mitchell Tobin
Alan Tollefsen
Tamara Trittschuh
Irma Villarreal
John Vinci
Leslie and Stephen Warner
Rich and Kathy Wilders
Amy and Chad Williams
Isabel Wong and Charles Capwell

$150–$249
Anonymous (5)
Wendy Anker
Mary Baars
Barbara Baker
Jane H. Baker
Joseph Bates
Cathryn Bearov
Kelly Beck
Mindy Beery
Victoria R. Benson
Florian Bezault
Hilary Bingle
Alvin J. Boutte, Jr.
Christina Breslow
Anthony Bruno
Jessica Bruno
Irene Bushell
Amanda and Michael Byrne
Meital Caplan
Ryan Carpenter
Asa Carter
Suzanne B.S. Challinor
Elaine Cichanek
Gary Cozette
Marilyn Cushing
Laura Davis
Laura Keene Demmer
Gregory L. Denison
Martine Derom
Eryn Dyson
Leah Marie Edwards
Pearlie Farmer
Marilyne Felderman
Katherine Claire Ferrini
Dee and Michael Flanigan
Anne Flannery
Connie Fletcher
Adrena L. Filippin
Bernadette Foley and
Richard Landgraff
Bill Fraher
Arthur L. Frank
Kelsey Freese
Dietrich Freigang
Evan J. Fry, DMD
Susan Gaffey
Kimberly Lauren Glenn
Carmen Gnatenko
Barbra Goering
Abby and Dillon Goodson
Amy and Michael Gordon
Erica L. Goudwaard
Jan Graefen
Caryn and King Harris
Harris Family Foundation
Jennifer Hayford
Scott D. Hendrickson II
Martha Hill
Dalton Hughes
James Johnson
Grace Koizumi
Gary K. Koppelburger
Theodora E. Kras
Mary Jo Kuhr
Susan Labaj
Christina Labate and
James Clark
Wende Fox Lawson and
James Lawson II

TRIBUTE GIFTS
In Honor
Given by Dana Black,
In honor of Daisy Salto
In honor of Oliver Dahlgren
Anthony Bruno
Jessica E. Bruno
In honor of Patti Eylar and
Charlie Gardner
Greg Cameron and
Greg Thompson
Kevin McGirr
Given by Global Restoration
Fundi NFP, In honor of
Thabiti Cartman
In honor of Judie Moore Green
Julianne and John E. Allsion
Amanda and Michael Byrne
Brian Smith and
Geyer Morford
In honor of Lexie Guccione
Eleanor Bryan
Thomas Lippert
Given by Mary and Jim Hannah,
In honor of McKinley Krupp
Given by the Kander-Dauphin
Family, In honor of
Christy Hicks
Given by Leonard Kavitsky,
In honor of Anatoly and
Tatiana Kavitsky
Given by Leonard Koroski,
In honor of Ben and
Harry Weese
Given by Iga Ksiazek,
In honor of Joan Curto
Given by Bess-Catherine and
Jim McCord, In honor of
Ann and Tom Nash
Given by Julia S. Mehl,
In honor of Molly Mehl
Given by Chris and
Hannah Sorcic, In honor of
Amanda Suchecki

In Memory
Given by Anonymous,
In memory of Mique Armatto
Given by Anonymous,
In memory of Emmeline
Rodrigo Babicz
Given by Anonymous,
In memory of Jessica
Mohr Buckner
Given by Anonymous,
In memory of Anna M.
Moersch Morong
Given by Anonymous,
In memory of Frank Romeo
Given by Anonymous,
In memory of Mark Verwoerd